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STRICTLI CONFIDENTIAL 

Paul and Gary, Sylvia, 

As happens only too often, I have an unpleasant chore with which to begin the day. 
I lemma of that I report by accident yesterday ehen I was in Washington. 

I sent you copies of ey letters to BogeoeI believe the first was 4/6. I also sent 
'1; oopy to Bud, to whom the idea apyealed, 90 he stole it, embellished upon it (and this 
make me more anxious than the tehett of the idea does disgusted), warned his people 
(who had no choice but to obey) not to tell me, and made his own CTIA approach, a long -
document consisteing of other each (I should say alleged) FBI transgressions. Be has 
had limited success with it because he wa. able to go there in person. I had, as a matter 
of fact, also planned this for yesterday, but the delay in fitting new lames (now 
tfifocals and awkward) ran this too close to the time he was to make his speech. 

This immatiable desire to make something of his stillborn drives Bud to such 
inoralities more teat often then is knomme and there is nothing that can be done 
about it. Sometimes I can detect his insanities in time to frustrate thew. For example, 
we bad so vigorous a fight the day of his Christmas office party that he left his office. 
But I was right, as his own people, including with, who had conceived and composed 
that monster, finally admitted, and that disaster was frustrated. God knows what of their 
paranoia ia in this memo to Boggs. My aperoach was quite limited, as you will recall, 
but detailed. If you knew the kind of thing that obsesses them, the enermous amounts of 
tiee and money they fritter away on ar-ant fooliehnesee  you'd better understand my 
cono:rn. If Boggs takes some of their stuff and gets kicked in the teeth, you can under-
stand the conseqlences and what is thereby also him, aside from what again is done to 
our credibulity. 

Jim is a very fine young man, but he lacks detailed knowledge of even the basic 

feat. Smith is a smoother Sprague on some of this stuff. Although he has spent much time 
working an these things lately, be has also spent mach of that time on nothingness. His 
own basic knowledge is limited and his interpretations are far out. They soon become 
fixed in his ane their minds as realities when they are not. 'best one of these is all that aogge need, just one for the FBI to shoot down. 

And, of course, among themselves, I am the one seeking to "monopolize", no doubt 
established by my continuing to give them thinge when they have yet to gives me the first 
thing Smith got at the Archives. Sven when 1 mice a simple request of him, to get me a 
single page when he is there, it isn't done. This, not theirs alone, is their self-justi-
fication. And with the Comeitte Hod and Bud the Committee, it is his ego that is being 
indulged. Be controls it with the changes in the board, as he did before. He was quite 
explicit in explaining it to me to begin with, that this was his intent. When he supplies 
the financing, could there be any doubt anyway? Only because it is a real problem with 
which we have to live to I inform you. But you must make no mention of it, now or later, 
for reasons leek you to accept until we are face-t0-face and we can discuss this. Sven 
with my Ray material be did this, after I gave it to him and got him Ray for a client. Ea 
tried to freeze no out of that and broke the explicit agreement we had when I undertook 
to arrange for him to be xey's lawyer, which took a year. He then publicly announced that 
his committee, and especially that whore Falmmonde, were Ray's investigators, when they 
couldn't investigate the stink from an overflowed toilet. Flammonde was supposed to be 
at Bud's party Saturday night, but he didn't show. Bud undoubtedly told him I'd be there, 
as he asked me to be on my *good behavior" and not give it to Flannomde (who I'd have 
ignored anyway). 

"'ee'A-'e'e--,e''e;eee;'e.ee-eeeeek-eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee,e',Ieeleeeteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eeeeeeeeee,.,!,e-e.-i.,., 



Az aeveeal of you knoA, there is an infinite Bed-CTIA capacity for blowiag everything they touch or can hear about. Some of you know several cease where I entrusted Bud with sensational uaterials still under inveatigatkon, in strictest confidence and under striot injunction to do nothing, where there wan propeect he might be of some help, and in each ease be broke his won and ruined each, usong each in the one place he ohould not have and than in futilities. 

This is no simple matter to cope with, yet I must, and I stilt find some diplomatic 
-'was to prevent any disaster with Boggs. I have adequate basis for further correspondence, and I thought of this last night. Certain thing:: did come to mind. However, it is still very early. I haven't peen th, morning paper. I an driving into town and hope a NITinee will be available. I'll probably get a few other papers, go over than with care, and thendecide an the new ale.roach. I'll have to reread my ail letter for the details of what I've said. It in inebitable that there will be a gangup on Boggs now, and for him that he did was a very courageous thing. I kno- of it two thingai that the TV nets wave him the enemy treatment, and that their newiroeme felt about this speech other than the names aired, for I war in the newroom of one when his text got there. I know the workineereporter attitude, and it was very good. This is not what I seer aired. 

What this means is that I'll have to reduce comeunication with Bud on anything an Meet can't comprehend and *antral, for hie gets irrational on this driven, as he is, by his ambition and the frustration of his committee having turned into nothing, exactly what I told him with his initial concept. The more I am proven right, as with Garrison, the more he dislikes me. He has talked himself into all sorts of rubbish that even those close to him can't reason uith his about. 

If only we had more enemies and fewer friends! 

I'Ll keep you posted. 
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